Cocktail & Music bar Nebe
in cooperation with Jameson IrishWhiskey
organizes
th
4 year of flair bartending competition
ANGEL´S FLAIR CUP 2017
Competition organizer NEBEK, s.r.o.., IČ: 05541590 , Kremencova 178/10,
Prague 1,, postcode 110 00
Date:

6.4.2017 – 1st qualification cocktail & music bar Nebe Křemencova
20.4.2017 – 2nd qualification cocktail & music bar Nebe Celnice
11.5.2017 – final cocktail & music bar Nebe Václavské náměstí

Deadline for applications:
st
- 1 qualification till 30.3.2017
nd
- 2 qualification till 30.4.2017
General rules:
1. Bartender competition Angel´s Flair Cup 2017 in flair bartending is composed of 2
rounds:
a) Qualifications
b) Final
2. The qualification is composed of:
Flair Bartending (100% marks) = working flair + exhibition flair. The quality of drinks is
also evaluated.
3. Six contestants with the highest score from each qualification go on to the final.
4. The final round is composed of these disciplines:
Flair Bartending (100% assessment) = working flair + exhibition flair. The quality of
drinks is also evaluated.
5. The qualification and the final will be supervised by the jury of professional
bartenders. The jury´s decisions are final.
6. The order of participation in the qualification and in the final will be selected by a lot
made by contestants themselves.

Competition rules:
Qualification:
During 5 minutes the contestant have to prepare 1 Jameson&Ginger drink by the working
flair method and 1 signature drink based on Jameson exhibition flair in any order.
1) In the qualification and final round must be used at least 2 bottles of spirit Jameson
0,7 l
2) In the qualification and final round must be used one bottle of spirit Jameson 0,7 l
more than half full.
3) The organizer provides the glass Tumbler (350 ml) for preparation Jameson&Ginger.
The contestant provides the glass for signature drink on his own.
4) The organizer provides all ingredients needed for preparation of the mandatory drink
Jameson&Ginger.
5) The contestant´s music for the show must be on USB (MP3 or WAV)
6) The recipe for the obligatory drink is based on working flair:
Jameson&Ginger:
- 4cl Jameson
- Add Ginger Ale
- A squirt of lime, which you throw on the top of the drink and slice of ginger
- Glass – tumbler
Preparation – directly to the glass on the ice
7) The training space will be provided by the organizer.
8) Recommended clothes have to be representative for the bartenders as professionals.
It is possible to use labelled clothes with a logo of contestant´s domestic company.
Final:
During 6 minutes the contestant have to prepare 1 Jameson&Ginger drink by the working
flair method and 1 signature drink based on Jameson exhibition flair in any order.
1) The organizer provides the glass Tumbler (313 ml) for preparation Jameson&Ginger.
The contestant provides the glass for signature drink on his own.
2) The organizer provides all the ingredients needed for preparation of the obligated
drink Jameson&Ginger.
3) The recipe for the obligatory drink based on working flair:
Jameson&Ginger:
- 4cl Jameson
- Add Ginger Ale
- A squirt of lime, which you throw on the top of the drink and slice of ginger
- glass – tumbler
Preparation – directly in the glass on the ice

4) The training space will be provided by the organizer.
5) Recommended clothes must be representative for the bartenders as professionals. It
is possible to use labelled clothes with a logo of their domestic company.
6) The pourers must be provided by contestants themselves.
7) It is recommended to bring own bottles.
8) It is forbidden to use the training bottles for the competition.
9) The contestant must have in each bottle at least 2cl of the product during the
exhibition flair.
10) It is forbidden to throw any objects to the audience with the exemption of paper
napkins.
11) Using of open fire and pyrotechnics is strictly forbidden.
12) The contestants participate on their own risk and the organizer does not undertake
any damage on health caused to the contestants or other people around during the
competition.
13) In the case of breaking the rules stated above the contestant will be disqualified.
Final provisions:
1) The competition is for 18 years + participants.
2) Only the participant who correctly fills in and sends the application can participate in
the competition.
3) All jury´s decisions are final without doubts.
4) The winner is the contestant who reaches the highest amount of points. In the case of
equal points it is decided by the punishment points.
5) The qualification and the final schedule will be published at www.angelsflaircup.cz
6) Please send the binding application to the e-mail richter@nebepraha.cz .
7) Prizes:
- Qualification: Prizes and approaching to the Final
- Final: Prizes in amount of 20 000 CZK, cup, diploma and many other prizes.
8) The organiser is allowed to change the rules, including the terms and dates of the
rounds
9) By filling the application and sending it, each contestant agrees with following:
a. In accordance with the Law 480/2004 Sb, as amended, gives agreement with
using their email for business and marketing purposes of the organiser
b. In accordance with the Law 101/2000 Sb, as amended, gives agreement with
processing and using personal details in ranges for name, surname, phone,
email, written in the application to the competition in order to examine your
valid participation in the competition and other business and marketing aims of
the organizes within 5 years.
c. gives to the organizer in accordance with § 12 Civil Code, as amended
agreement with taking and using portrait, writing skills, pictures, records during
the whole competition and so on.

